
Tokenomics 0.3

Tokonemics 0.3
Heavenland is a virtual world with its own economy.
Economy is run by HTO token.
This document describes the HTO token economy.



Disclaimer
Before this paper reaches version 1.0,  
updates are expected to take place.  
We’ll be glad to get any feedback  
from our partners or anyone reading this.
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1. Assumptions
Games have been implementing some in-game economies to raise in-game experience to  
a whole new level. These economies are introducing some in-game currency, which you can use 
to make further progress in the game. How this currency is obtained differs - you can gather it in 
the game or purchase it by microtransaction. For a long time, this currency has been centralized 
and existed only within the game provider. With blockchain, web3 and mainly with Enjin  
initiative, game developers are given entirely new tools for expressing ownership and introducing 
the economy in the game.

You may wonder how it is possible for people to buy some virtual stuff instead of something 
from the material world? How is it possible that instead of buying a new jacket, people would 
prefer to buy armour for their in-game character, recharge energy to play further, or upgrade their 
in-game car? All these questions come to my mind when I see my 8-year old son playing on his 
tablet and asking me to let him purchase something in the game. Young people spend more and 
more time wired to the internet to meet their friends. The infamous covid situation  
has accelerated this trend even further.

A huge crypto community has built all the tools necessary to create a transparent economy 
where everyone can participate. Fungible tokens take care of in-game payments, NFTs for  
expressing ownership of different assets, and contracts are created to enable exchange without 
a 3rd party. The technology is battle-tested and trusted; custom components are audited and 
there is no black box.

There is, of course, a downside that comes with people exploiting what others are building.  
All this freedom gives a free hand to illegal activities, including money laundering. When building 
a long-lasting project you have to comply with all current and future externalities. To prevent 
illegal activities FATF continuously introduces new AML and KYC regulations1 to curtail these 
attacks, which, on the one hand, makes building the virtual economy harder, but, on the other 
hand, it gives a proper guideline on how to prevent this economy from being exploited. It’s 100% 
certain these regulations will evolve in the future, impacting all the participants in the economy. 
Heavenland will announce all the regulation-related changes, as well as changes of any other 
type, in advance. 
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https://www.fatf-gafi.org/publications/fatfrecommendations/ 
documents/guidance-rba-virtual-assets-2021.html
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1.2 Technology Trends
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The metaverse boom is heavily supported by movements in technology and how people spend 
their time. Computational power we have access to is growing steadily, VR headsets are arriving 
in more and more households, blockchain adaptation is spreading beyond the area of geeks and 
enthusiasts to the general public. 

Several years ago, it was unthinkable that someone would want to watch others play. Now, there 
are e-sport tournaments, and Twitch alone has more than ten million daily users who watch 
others play. Virtual reality finds its use in more and more sectors, including gaming, healthcare,  
education, automotive, movies and development.

Metaverse could be the next big thing that will unite all of the above mentioned into a single  
product, everyone will understand. The product will abstract technology to enable everyone 
to experience something what was unthinkable several years ago and now can be accessed 
without a technological barrier. 

1.1 Metaverse Currency
Even though there is no strict definition of the metaverse, many projects proclaim  
themselves as a metaverse project. Heavenland is not the first metaverse and won’t  
be the last. Decentraland paved the way to a metaverse, followed by Sandbox and other 
projects. These projects led to a metaverse boom at the end of 2021 when Mark Zuckerberg 
popularized metaverse as a buzzword. 

The economy in the metaverses mentioned above is powered by its native fungible token  
taking the role of the in-game currency, a utility token with a limited supply. The value of  
these tokens grows based on their increasing utility - as the metaverse evolves, so does  
the number of possibilities for which the token can be used. Building anything on land  
increases the value not only of that land but all the lands surrounding it. Building anything 
that others are willing to pay for increases token demand and therefore its value.

In addition to the utility function mentioned above, Heavenland’s token, HTO, takes the  
role of a governance token through a staking mechanism. In short, if you own land  
in Heavenland and you stake your HTO tokens on that land, you have the right to access Hea-
venland’s DAO and influence how Heavenland will evolve in the future.
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2. HTO Token
HTO token is an SPL token on the Solana blockchain. The essential characteristics are summari-
zed in the following table.  

Solana has been our #1 choice since the beginning for many different reasons. Many people call  
Solana the “Ethereum Killer”, but we are much more careful in Heavenland. Ethereum, its sidechains, 
and additional tier 2 solutions for smart contract EVM-based platforms will evolve parallel to Solana. 
We believe Solana brings a breath of fresh air to this space and is the most suitable candidate for  
Heavenland’s needs.

Our choice for Solana is supported by both technical and social points of view. The technical point  
of view includes transactions per second, transaction price, how smart contracts (programs) on Solana  
differ from contracts on EVM-based chains, and what Solana promises for the future. Even though  
Solana is a tier 1 solution in beta-version, it’s capable of outperforming every tier 2 solution in many 
different aspects, including transactions per second, price, energy consumption, and how these  
parameters are expected to evolve in the future.

The social point of view is concerned with the growing Solana community. It’s remarkable how Solana 
has skyrocketed in capitalization and reached the top 10. The Solana community is growing, and, after 
Ethereum, it has become the 2nd biggest blockchain in the NFT space. Heavenland could be the next 
big thing to offer the existing Solana community, attract new people and grow the community even 
bigger.
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blockchain Solana

HTO

500,000,000

symbol

total supply

9decimals

htoHLBJV1err8xP5oxyQdV2PLQhtVjxLXpKB7FsgJQDaddress

deflationarytoken model
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2.1 Stakeholders

2.1.1 Foundation Pool

2.1.2 Staking Pool
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Heavenland, just like every country, needs a functional and sustainable system to generate 
assets to develop, maintain, improve, and promote itself, to support and reward content creators 
and contributors. Simply put, to make the Metaverse experience a reality.

To better grasp Heavenland’s responsibility, we define five stakeholders, each with a given  
share of pre-mined HTO and a source of income in the later stages of Heavenland. Each  
stakeholder will keep their assets on Solana accounts and maintain records about asset  
spending so anyone can see how each stakeholder uses them.

Foundation Pool’s purpose is to incentivize users toward certain activities. In Heavenland’s  
early stages, there will be very few buildings and assets citizens can place on their land.  
The Foundation Pool will step in and motivate content creators by HTO token rewards.  
The implementation of new features should be fostered by the Foundation Pool to encourage 
some external developers to bring their know-how to Heavenland and its citizens. These  
features could include the development of libraries to bridge the gap between Heavenland  
and some outer-world technology.

The Foundation Pool’s incentive mechanism will work in the form of a competition for a solution 
where anyone can participate. Depending on the difficulty of the assignment, the contest can 
happen on a weekly, monthly or quarterly basis. The Foundation Pool will then choose the best 
solutions and reward its creators.

Staking is a way for a hodler to express their long-term belief in an asset by locking it for  
a given period of time. Staking is the key concept for Heavenland’s economy, and the Staking 
Pool’s purpose is straightforward - to reward stakers. The more HTO you stake and the longer 
the period of your stake, the more HTO you get. The staking mechanism is described in detail  
in the HTO Token section.
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2.1.3 Treasury Pool

2.1.4 Community Pool

2.1.5 Team Pool
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There are 30 people engaged in Heavenland‘s core team and an additional 30 people in game  
development. Both numbers are growing - developers, graphic designers, game developers, 
blockchain specialists, architects and many more. Although we would like to, it‘s impossible  
to pay everything in crypto and work entirely remotely. There will be some real-world expenses, 
and Heavenland is establishing some entity to take care of this. Although remote work has  
never been more accessible, it‘s still prefered to locate Heavenland in a place with many  
people who have a positive attitude to crypto and are engaged in crypto technology and  
game development.

Besides covering expenses, the Treasury Pool‘s purpose will be to negotiate with investors,  
organise HTO token sales like IDO, and provide initial HTO-USDC liquidity.

Heavenland would be nothing without its community, and the Community Pool’s responsibility is 
to bring more people onboard. The Community Pool will organize competitions on social  
media, distribute airdrops, make partnerships, hire ambassadors, and much more.

The purpose of this stakeholder is to motivate the core team to follow the roadmap. HTO tokens 
in the Team Pool will have a lockup period of 18-42 months, which aligns with the team’s belief 
in the feasibility of the project and a long-term vision of building a self-sustainable world for 
everyone.
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Foundation Pool 22%

20%

33%

Staking Pool

Treasury Pool

5%Community Pool

Team Pool 20%

Stakeholder HTO

110,000,000

100,000,000

165,000,000

25,000,000

100,000,000

500,000,000

2.2 Distribution
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All 500,000,000 HTO tokens will be pre-mined and distributed among stakeholders, as su-
mmarized in the table below, through an audited vesting contract in a way described in the 
next section. The exact numbers of HTO tokens for each stakeholder stem from our thorou-
gh analysis of different scenarios of Heavenland‘s near future that considers our roadmap 
goals, onboarding new team members for long-term collaboration, marketing, sentiment in 
the crypto space, and investors. We believe HTO token price will be the primary indicator of 
Heavenland‘s success; we have carefully thought about reducing the volatility in the early 
stages and ensuring the HTO price will grow steadily. 

No matter how detailed our analysis is, it contains some what-if‘s that could cause some 
slight changes in the stakeholders‘ shares in the future. Any changes will be presented to 
our community.

Image 1: Stakeholders‘ shares on HTO total distribution.
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After all of the 500,000,000 HTO are pre-mined, they will be locked to an audited vesting 
program to release them to all stakeholders during the next five years. The vesting should 
imbue trust in the project as the circulating supply of HTO tokens will be known in advance 
without the possibility for Heavenland to perform some ill price manipulations. 

The complete vesting scheme is shown in Images 2 and 3. The first month in which vesting 
starts unlocking HTO will be February 2022 from which time the months are counted.  
In the first few months, HTO will be released mainly to the Treasury Pool, which will use 
HTO for Private and Public Sales, described below. When these sales are completed,  
Foundation Pool will proceed with investors‘ negotiations and develop an algorithm  
to distribute HTO through a liquidity pool.

Image 2: Cumulative number of HTO released to each stakeholder.

Image 3: Number of HTO released to each stakeholder in a given month.
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2.4 Private Sale
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per month, so it can continually grow the community. Foundation Pool starts receiving HTO  
at the start of the 7th month when incentive mechanisms for content creation can come to play. 
The pace of how HTO are released to Foundation Pool will increase till it reaches 3M HTO per 
month in the 15th month when we expect to have more tools for builders to express their intent 
and bring their vision to Heavenland.

Staking Pool starts receiving HTO in the 4th month when the first reward for stakers can be 
claimed. The exact numbers of HTO released to Staking Pool each month are described in the 
Staking section. Team Pool reserves tokens for the team as the primary motivation for their 
dedication and hard work. These tokens will start releasing in the 19th month and continue over 
the next two years.

Note that vested tokens aren’t the only income for stakeholders since every stakeholder  
participates and collects a share of Heavenland economy. 

HTO private sale will happen in two rounds in February and March 2022. Each of these rounds 
will distribute 20M HTO; the first round will collect 2M USDC, the second, which offers HTO  
at a higher price, will collect 2.5M USDC. Only 8% of all HTO tokens will be distributed  
in Private Sale.

Based on the purchase size, the buyer is assigned one of Space Explorer, Space Engineer and 
Terraformer Tiers and given some privileges regarding their future engagement in Heavenland. 
These privileges can include making their brand visible somewhere in Heavenland. Terraformer, 
the highest tier, can build on public space (public spaces include the surroundings of spawning 
areas). The buyer’s exact intent is discussed with Heavenland in advance.

Purchased HTO tokens are vested and released in steps of 10% of the total purchase in periods 
of 30, 45 or 60 days (the bigger the investment, the bigger the release period). The first HTO 
tokens release on the same day the staking possibility opens. Detailed information about the 
private sale has been provided on demand.
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2.5 Public Sale
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HTO Public sale will happen through IDO with an HTO token price of 0.15 USDC in two sale 
rounds. One sale will be done via IDO Launchpad (contribution in USDC) while the 2nd one will  
be launched as an NFT sale (contribution in SOL). The IDO will start in early May 2022.

When IDO ends, Heavenland will create an HTO-USDC liquidity pool on Raydium. The liquidity 
pool will allow the future purchase of HTO, but each swap through this pool will influence the 
HTO price according to the rules of Automated Market Makers.

Treasury Pool will maintain the liquidity pool by ensuring it has enough liquidity and its price  
fluctuates within a healthy range. To prevent inappropriate volatility, Treasury Pool uses  
predictable reactions. If the HTO price grows faster than 25% p.m., Treasury Pool will supply  
the liquidity pool with an additional HTO. In case of a price drop, Treasury Pool takes some  
USDC and buys HTO.

Heavenland is negotiating with DEX platforms to support liquidity further and allow HTO  
liquidity farming, incentivising users to provide HTO liquidity and offering them additional  
ways to profit on HTO.
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3.1 NFTs

3.1.1 Parcels
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NFTs purpose is to define ownership. If you own land, have  
a custom avatar or possess some other assets, it’s all stored  
on the blockchain in the form of NFT. Some NFTs will be  
created by Heavenland, other NFTs by its users. All NFTs will 
be tradable in HTO, first on the Heavenland marketplace, later 
in-game. The overview of NFTs follows.

Parcels are the most important NFTs created by Heavenland, giving users ownership of a part  
of Heavenland. There are 30,000 parcels in total; each parcel has a size of 25m x 25m and  
supports buildings of different heights and depths; some parcels allow for drilling through  
the Tubus and building on its outer side. For more information about Parcel NFT attributes,  
see their web page  https://heavenland.io/parcels.

Parcels are distributed to users in two rounds - Initial Parcel Offering and Parcel Auction.  
The former happened on February 2nd, 2022 and distributed 5,000 parcels in a mint process. 
Parcels for the mint were selected to have a bigger chance of being from Heavenland‘s centre 
and close to the spawning areas. There were two main reasons for this, first to motivate early 
minters by giving them a greater opportunity to mint more valuable parcels; second, to have  
the centre of Heavenland more occupied so it can start forming from the centre and grow  
organically like real-world cities.

After Initial Parcel Offering, 25,000 parcels are waiting for their owner. These parcels will be sold 
in auctions, where the bidder knows what parcel they‘re bidding. We intend to open approx. ten 
auctions a day, each auction running for seven days. It should take more than six years to sell  
all the parcels at this pace to allow high-quality urban development. Unlike the Initial Parcel  
Offering, which allowed payment in SOL only, the Parcel Auction will be in HTO as soon  
as Heavenland‘s marketplace is up and running.

If the user owns two adjacent parcels, they‘re allowed to merge them and create a Parcel  
Bucket, a special type of NFT, which extends the possibilities of parcels before their merge.  
Merging should incentivize users to buy adjacent parcels and grow their value. For more  
information about Parcel Bucket, see their web page https://heavenland.io/parcel-buckets.

3. Utilization
HTO is a utility and governance token for Heavenland metaverse. A utility token because it serves 
as the main currency in the metaverse. A governance token because HTO together with staking 
mechanism defines the Heavenland DAO.

It’s impossible to define all the potential uses of HTO since most of them are yet to be  
discovered by Heavenland’s citizens. This section only tries to categorize all these uses.
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3.1.2 Avatars

3.1.3 Other Assets

3.2 Marketplace

3.3 In-Game Payments
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Avatar System is described in detail  
in its own document.

There will be a wide range of NFT classes in Heavenland.  
So far, Parcels, Parcel Buckets and Avatars have been mentioned. 
All of these offer the user only a basic template for further  
customization. Users can give their avatar a name and equip them 
with different wearables. Parcels can be customized in an even more  
prominent way than the avatars - they can support different buildings, construction types,  
furniture and other assets created by FBX builder. In addition, users will be given SDK to build 
interactive content.

There is a strong initiative from our partners who have invented ingenious ways to bring their 
product to Heavenland‘s experience. Heavenland‘s been fascinated by Solamids project, which 
creates a Pyramid building with almost 5,000 apartments in its designated place in Heavenland. 
And this could just be the beginning.

All the NFTs will be tradable. In Heavenland‘s early stages, trading will happen on already  
established marketplaces in SOL, and later, Heavenland will develop its own marketplace.  
Next to aggregating offers from other marketplaces, Heavenland‘s marketplace will allow  
for trading in HTO and will be implemented as an in-game marketplace in the later stages. 

In addition to NFT trading, Heavenland‘s marketplace will contain special sections allowing users 
to work with staking, renting, ad-space and parcel merging, to name just a few. The  
main goal of Heavenland‘s marketplace is to be adapted to its specific purpose, so the trading 
experience can be as user-friendly as possible.

Although prices will be quoted in HTO, the marketplace will accept SOL and USDC, which will be 
automatically swapped to HTO. Marketplace will increase HTO demand and collect royalties and 
fees from each trade it processes.
.

When Heavenland marketplace is HTO-ready, it will be implemented as an in-game marketplace  
to raise the metaverse experience to a whole new level. While the player is embedded in the game, 
the possibilities will include much more than what a separate marketplace would offer like payment 
for different services such as a ticket to a concert or payment for transport.
Heavenland will collect a fee from all of these payments; the size of the fee differs based on  
the type of service. The fee will have two main purposes. First, it needs to ensure Heavenland  
is sustainable and can cover all the real-world expenses in its later stages. Second, it should cover 
the costs to verify the transaction and its execution on the blockchain.
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3.5 Renting
In Heavenland, you can rent assets. Imagine you own a parcel, and on that parcel, you create 
a 4-floor building. Close to the ground, you’ll have a shopping area, while the higher floors are 
designated for entertainment. It’s possible to monetize this building on your own, but wouldn’t it 
be better to rent it so others can use what you’ve built?

Renting in Heavenland will proceed through the delegated staking - if a renter wants to rent, the 
rentee will be obliged to stake some HTO on the renter’s behalf, and the reward from stake will be 
split between renter and rentee. The renter can create as many renting opportunities as he wants 
within a given parcel, with the only restriction - the maximum number of HTO tokens that can be 
staked on the given parcel. The stake put by rentees counts the same as that of a parcel owner.

3.4 Staking
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Staking mechanism is described in detail in its own document

https://heavenland.io/staking.pdf
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3.6 Governance
HTO takes the role of governance token. HTO tokens staked, multiplied by the corresponding  
staking multiplier, gives a total number of votes the staker (voter) has. We believe this mechanism 
reflects who should have the right to vote because to have some votes, you must stake HTO, but 
to stake HTO, you must also own something in Heavenland. This way, voting is reserved only for 
those truly engaged in Heavenland and should prevent individuals from taking control over DAO. 
In addition, this model allows more granular voting like letting only a single cluster to vote about 
what happens within the cluster.

Heavenland's DAO will decide on some aspects of Heavenland. These aspects can include  
decisions about public spaces, partnerships, features to be implemented, how Stakeholders  
should spend their HTO and much more.

Each voting will have 4 stages.
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Revelation
What will the voting be about? 
We must identify a voting subject. The subject can originate not only from Heavenland but also 
from any member of its community. 

Discussion
What will be the choices to vote for?
When the voting subject is revealed, Heavenland creates mock voting with some voting choices, 
and every voter (staker) is given a chance to participate in the discussion and propose new voting 
choices. This stage will take 1-2 weeks.

Voting
What choice will win?
Voting choices have been finalized and now every voter has a chance to give their vote to  
a single voting choice. This choice can be changed at any time during the voting. This stage  
will take 2 weeks.

Execution
Was the winning choice executed?
When the voting ends, Heavenland needs to do what DAO has decided. Heavenland's doing must 
be transparent and easily verifiable by everyone

1.

2.

3.

4.



4.1 Creators
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Player and Creator are described in this section, followed by concrete examples of interaction 
between these participants and Heavenland. The description is a far cry from being  
comprehensive because many use cases will pop up in the future, and it should serve as  
a basic guideline on how the economy will work.

4. Participants
The possibilities Heavenland will offer will be endless. All the participants can be split into three 
different non-disjunct categories depicted in Image 4

User, representing anyone entering Heavenland or using any of the Heavenland services but not  
participating in the economy (not buying or selling anything)
Player, who buys something or participates in some in-game event where he can earn something
Creator, who is creating content and making a profit from it

Players Creators

Users

Creators’ purpose is to build content in Heavenland. They will be given all the tools necessary to 
do so; they can build static assets like buildings, furniture or wearables in FBX builder.  
All the assets created in FBX builder will be represented by NFTs, which will be tradable  
in Heavenland’s marketplace and any other marketplace. Creator will receive HTO  
for asset sale and will be allowed to define the royalty schema to be paid for every 
asset resale.

Next to FBX Builder, Creators will be equipped with an SDK builder, which will 
allow the development of different services like gaming, streaming, travel  
guiding, or other services that can directly connect to the real world  
(for instance, order and delivery of some meal). SDK builder will be allowed 
to implement in-game payments in HTO, generating revenue for the Creator. 
FBX Builder will allow creating bridges between Heavenland and some other 
services from the outside world, attracting already established  
businesses to extend their product and bring it to Heavenland Users.

To incentivize the creation, Foundation Pool will step in and motivate  
Creators with additional rewards for creating demanded assets and  
services. The incentive can include a contest to create a building within 
given restrictions, implementing video streams from the real world to  
Heavenland and much more. We expect this incentivization will be  
the most significant in the early stages of Heavenland before there  
are enough Players able to pay for the content.

Image 4: Venn diagram showing relations between Heavenland participants.
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4.3 Metrics
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User adaptation in Heavenland will be the crucial parameter of Heavenland's success.  
Foundation Pool will have to monitor Users' behaviour to detect what they are looking for  
and motivate Creators to build what is demanded by Users.

Metrics will include the number of Players and Creators - their total, active and daily numbers. 
How many hours a day do Users spend in Heavenland, how many assets of a given type have 
been created, and by how many Creators? How are Players spending their HTO, how many HTO 
is staked and for what period? What are the average prices of different assets? How are parcels 
distributed among Players?

Heavenland will provide some of these metrics publicly through its API to be compared to other 
metaverse projects.

4.2 Players
Players will have many different ways to enjoy their time in Heavenland. They can participate 
in play to earn competitions or pay for the entertainment to content creators just like they are 
paying in the real world. 

The entertainment in Heavenland will be limitless - players can enjoy transport to the other side 
of the Tubus or drill through the tubus and enjoy the view to the space. Players can watch a con-
cert, sport or e-sport game in 3D, enjoy streaming from the outside world, play games and much 
more. A vital part of Heavenland will be socializing, meeting friends and making new ones.
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5.1 Heavenland’s Content Sale

5.2 HTO Token Sale

5.3 Content Creation

5.4 Asset Trading

5.5 Parcel Merging

5.6 Service Offering
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Some content (parcels, avatars) will be created by 
Heavenland and sold first for SOL later for HTO. All the 
income from these sales goes to the Treasury Pool, of 
which 10-30% is used to provide liquidity.

Some of Treasury Pool’s HTO will be sold for USDC in 
private and public sale rounds.

Everyone connected to the internet will have all the tools necessary to create Heavenland’s 
content, which can be an asset of different types - buildings, wearables, accessories, to name 
a few. When the asset is created, it can be traded, as discussed in the next token flow. Besides 
the asset sale, the content creator can get another reward from Foundation Pool if the created 
content follows Foundation Pool’s initiative.

Royalties are another motivation for content creators, which, if put on the created asset, guaran-
tees the creator income from the asset resale.

Heavenland’s marketplace will allow trading of different assets, firstly in SOL, later in HTO. 
Assets created by Heavenland will imply a 5% royalties. Content created by other Creators  
will imply 2% royalties for Heavenland and other up to 8% royalties credited as specified by  
a content creator. Royalties Heavenland collects go to Treasury Pool (70%), Foundation  
Pool (20%) and Staking Pool (10%).

Heavenland will allow merging two or more neighbouring parcels to 
enhance parcel attributes. This operation will imply a fixed fee going 
to Treasury Pool.

Next to assets, creators will be allowed to offer services for other 
users. It can be a ticket to a concert, entrance to a game, order to 
create a fitted asset, even some service from the world outside  
the Heavenland. Heavenland takes a 2-10% fee and serves as an 
escrow between the service provider and its customer, giving some 
assurance to the customer. 50% of the collected fees go to Staking 
Pool, 50% to Treasury Pool.

5. Token Flow Examples
Heavenland’s economy revolves around HTO. There will be a lot of actions players can  
do in Heavenland. Some of these actions will generate HTO token flow, part of which will be  
redirected to Heavenland stakeholders to cover their expenses. This section presents  
different scenarios of HTO token flows.
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5.7 Advertising

5.8 Traveling

5.9 Staking

5.11 Community Engagement

5.12 Infrastructure Providing

5.10 Renting
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Advertising will happen on designated boards and panels, and Heavenland's marketplace will  
contain a special section allowing citizens to rent these boards for a given time. Heavenland will 
own some boards; citizens will own other boards by placing them on their parcels. If the board  
is placed on a citizen's parcel, the advertising reward is split evenly between citizen and Heavenland 
stakeholders. Otherwise, Heavenland receives all the income. All the advertising income  
of Heavenland goes to Treasury Pool (70%), Community Pool (20%) and Staking Pool (10%).

Next to a walk, citizens can use faster travel like a hyper-tube, elevator to the opposite side  
of the Tubus, or teleport to a spawning area. A fixed fee will be applied for the usage of these 
ways of travel. 20% of collected fees will go to Foundation Pool, 20% to Staking Pool and 60%  
to Treasury Pool.

When the stake is active, stakers can claim their partial HTO reward paid from Staking Pool.

Community Pool will onboard ambassadors and organize different events to promote Heavenland. 
Community Pool will organize an initiative to spread the good word about Heavenland.

Treasury Pool will create an initiative program to reward infrastructure providers by hosting 
some of the services required for the smooth operation of Heavenland.

Renting is delegated staking where the stake reward is split among rentee and renter.
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